Spinal cord tissue affects sprouting from aortic fragments in ex vivo co-culture.
It is a well-known fact, that there is a close interconnection between vascular and neural structures in both embryonic development and postnatal life. Different models have been employed to dissect the mechanisms of these interactions, ranging from in vitro systems (e.g., co-culture of neural and endothelial cells) to in vivo imaging of central neural system recovery in laboratory animals after artificially induced trauma. Nevertheless, most of these models have serious limitations. Here, we describe an ex vivo model, representing an organotypic co-culture of aortic fragments (AF) with longitudinal slices of mouse neonatal spinal cord (SC) or dorsal root ganglia (DRG). The samples were co-cultured in a medium adapted for SC tissue and lacking any pro-angiogenic or neurotrophic growth factors. It was found, that cultivation of AFs in the SC injury zone (transversal dissection of a SC slice) resulted in the initiation of active aortic sprouting. Remarkably, the endothelial cells exiting the AFs never invaded the SC tissue, concentrating in a nearby area (negative taxis). In contrast, the DRGs, while also promoting the sprouting, were a target of active endothelial CD31+ cell invasion (positive taxis). Thus, the tissues of both central and peripheral nervous systems have a prominent positive effect on aortic sprouting, while the vector of endothelial cell expansion is strictly nervous-tissue-type dependent. The ex vivo AF co-culture with SC or DRG appeared to be a useful and promising model for a further endeavor into the mechanisms driving the complex interactions between neural and endothelial tissues.